
Teaching Notes for “Wild Goose Chase – Cage of GUILT Pt 4-B” 

NewSong Church   Pastor David Haltom    Sunday, August 13th, 2023 

Today’s Focal LifeText: “The Wind* (Holy Spirit / Wild Goose) blows wherever it pleases. You hear its 

sound, but you cannot tell where it comes from or where it is going. So it is with everyone born of the Spirit*.” John 3:8  
 

Unaddressed guilt produces 4 basic types of condition reflexes (responses) which the enemy uses against us ... 

001 HIDING (from Pt 1) 002 FALSE (Phantom) GUILT (Pt 2) 003 DENIAL (Pt 3) 004 ANGER (Pt 4-A) 
 

Let us continue this morning studying the 4th type of conditioned reflex which... 004 ANGER (Pt 4-B) 

When we get angry, people typically respond in various ways. Pastor Dale O’ Shields wrote in a devotional 

entitled “The 3 “R’s” of Overcoming Anger” that, “Some people are: 
 

(From last Sunday) 001 ______________- ______________ their anger. They stuff / bury their anger, and over time it’s 

______________ can seep into their soul, shuts down their emotions and cripples their relationships. 

 

“___________” - are easily ____________ - ____________ - ____________. Their anger is not always __________, though 

at times it can be shielded by effective _________ / hypocrisy; can _________ their anger into _____________.   

 

Unaddressed-unresolved anger in stewers ___________ like a __________ fire with ___________________ POTENTIAL! 

 

Unresolved anger like this can keep us from moving ______________ because it locks us in a time machine –  

______________ to the exact moment when an ______________ occurred! 

 

“Anger is a powerful emotion that can tempt us to do the ___________. It is a ______________ emotion that desires 

to ____________ us. It is like a ______________ burning within us that continuously heats up the more we feed it. It 

(then) begins to ______________ our mind, our thoughts and eventually our lives.”  

~ Chris Hendrix, “Controlling Anger,” 5-25-2017, DevotionsbyChris.com 

 

“A ______________ life has no room for ______________ anger, whether in the form of rage or resentment. Fury that 

hardens in our hearts become a ______________ for Satan.” ~Dr. Charles Stanley 
~ reprinted from “Why is Anger so Dangerous?” by Linda Wright, 11.19.2019; theTruthMission.org  

 

Anger gives Satan an open _______ to enter and establish a stronghold deep in the recesses of our ___________.  

Psalms 4:4 NLT, Ephesians 4:31 
 

Believers are CHALLENGED to pursue ______________ .... Romans 12:18 

 

003 ______________ - are ______________ / ______________; quick flare-ups / use anger as a tool of ______________ / 

____________; they are prone to _____________ themselves and others, even __________ – sometimes ___________! 

 

Spewers Stir Up ____________ (defn. ______________ / ______________) – it always pits one person against another! 

Proverbs 30:33, Proverbs 29:22 NLT, Proverbs 15:18 NLT, Proverbs 29:11, Proverbs 14:29 Amplified, Proverbs 17:27 

 

Will Rogers once said, “People who fly into a __________ seldom make a good ___________________.” 

Galatians 5:19-21 Amplified 

 

A STERN ____________ to those who choose to ______ / ________ in a state of ANGER: Proverbs 22:24 Living, The Message  

 

One of the most dangerous forms of SPEWING is ____________ whose tap root is in ______________ / ______________:  

Romans 12:19 NLT 

 

BREWING, STEWING and SPEWING are all ________ options when it comes to dealing with ANGER.  

Each of these is a __________, spiritually ______________ way to handle ANGER.  

 

God tells us that in His strength, we as Christians are to put a _______ to ANGER ______________ us & others! 

Psalms 37:8 NLT 

 

A3 (Accept, Apply & Act) 


